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Review
Cellular membranes undergo continuous remodeling. Ex-
ocytosis and endocytosis, mitochondrial fusion and fis-
sion, entry of enveloped viruses into host cells and release
of the newly assembled virions, cell-to-cell fusion and cell
division, and budding and fusion of transport carriers all
proceed via topologically similar, but oppositely ordered,
membrane rearrangements. The biophysical similarities
and differences between membrane fusion and fission
become more evident if we disregard the accompanying
biological processes and consider only remodeling of the
lipid bilayer. The forces that determine the bilayer pro-
pensity to undergo fusion or fission come from proteins
and in most cases from membrane-bound proteins. In this
review, we consider the mechanistic principles under-
lying the fusion and fission reactions and discuss the
current hypotheses on how specific proteins act in the
two types of membrane remodeling.

Mechanics of fusion and fission
Membrane fusion occurs when two initially separate and
apposed membranes merge into one by undergoing a
sequence of intermediate transformations that seem to
be conserved between disparate biological fusion reactions
(Figure 1a) [1,2]. This membrane rearrangement begins
with local merger of only the contacting monolayers of the
two membranes, while the distal monolayers remain sep-
arate. The initial lipid bridge between the membranes is
referred to as the fusion stalk (Figure 1b) and signifies the
first stage of fusion, called hemifusion [1]. Stalk evolution
ultimately leads to merger of the distal monolayers, result-
ing in the formation of a fusion pore that connects the
volumes initially separated by the membranes and com-
pletes the membrane unification. The fusion pore must
expand to a greater or smaller extent, depending on the
specific biological context, for example, passage of small
neurotransmitter molecules in the case of synaptic-vesicle
exocytosis or a larger nucleocapsid in virus–cell fusion or
the much larger nuclei in cell-to-cell fusion events.

Membrane fission (Figure 1c) – division of an initially
continuousmembrane into two separate ones – proceeds via
the formation of amembrane neck, which is reminiscent of a
fusion pore except that it narrows rather than expands.
Theoretical analysis [3] and a recent experimental study [4]
substantiate a scenario in which fission begins with self-
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merger of the innermonolayer of the neckmembrane,which
generates a fission stalk analogous to the fusion stalk
(Figure 1b,c). Subsequent self-merger of the outer mono-
layer of the membrane neck completes the fission process.

The fundamentally common feature of fusion and fission
in these pathways is the formation of a membrane stalk at
an intermediate stage of the reaction, which is followed by
stalk decay. Obviously, stalk formation requires transient
disruption of themembrane structure and hence is opposed
by the powerful hydrophobic forces working to maintain
continuity and integrity of any lipid assembly [5]. This
leads to a currently open question about the transient
structures preceding stalk formation. A candidate for such
a structure in the case of fusion is a point-like protrusion
characterized, according to estimations, by relatively low
energy [6]. An alternative hypothesis [7], substantiated by
recent numerical work [8], is that the pre-stalk fusion
intermediate involves just one lipid molecule, which splays
its two hydrocarbon chains such that they insert into
opposingmembranes, hence building a nascent lipid bridge
between the membranes. In principle, a similar mechan-
ism could work in the initial stages of the fission reaction.
This chain-splaying mechanism has been demonstrated by
numerical simulations under conditions of partial dehy-
dration of the intermembrane contact, thus implying that
the action of strong forces pushes the membranes together.
The physical factors that facilitate these specific types of
pre-stalk intermediates or other local membrane disconti-
nuities should promote both fusion and fission reactions.

The evident distinction between fusion and fission is the
reverse sequences of shapes adopted by the membranes
and the opposite character of the overall topological trans-
formation of the membrane surface. As a result of fission,
the membrane splits into two smaller ones that are, on
average, more strongly bent and characterized by greater
curvatures. By contrast, as a result of fusion the merged
membrane can partially relax the bending of the initial
membranes by reducing the overall membrane curvature.
This effect should be especially pronounced for fusion of
small, and thus strongly bent, membrane compartments
such as intracellular transport intermediates with a cross-
section diameter of 50–100 nm. Hence, the forces favoring
membrane bending should promote membrane fission,
whereas the factors driving membrane unbending should
have the opposite effect and support membrane fusion.

In addition, another geometric feature, membrane self-
connectivity, changes in opposite directions as a result of
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Figure 1. Pathways and protein-driven mechanisms of membrane remodeling. (a) Protein-mediated membrane fusion. The fusion reaction (from left to right) is driven by

membrane curvature, which can be generated by (i) force transmission from the SNARE complex folding into a four-helix bundle through a sufficiently rigid helical link to

the transmembrane domain [53] and/or (ii) shallow hydrophobic insertions of the C2 domains of synaptotagmin or Doc2 [21,22,32,33]. The fusion pathway consists of

membrane dimpling leading to the generation of curvature stresses and the establishment of point-like intermembrane contacts (left panel), fusion stalk formation (middle

panel), and fusion pore formation and expansion (right panel). (b) A membrane stalk, a common intermediate structure of fusion and fission. See [73] for details regarding

the computation of the stalk configuration presented. (c) Protein-mediated membrane budding and fission. The fission reaction (from right to left) is driven by the

generation of a strongly curved membrane neck whose elastic energy is relaxed as a result of membrane splitting. The neck formation and stressing can be mediated by (i)

membrane adhesion on a dome-like protein scaffold formed by the ESCRT-III complex (blue) [60], and/or (ii) membrane scaffolding by the outer membrane coat (e.g. COPI,

COPII and viral protein ectodomain coats, red) [3] and/or (iii) scaffolding by the inner membrane coat (e.g. viral matrix, core or capsid protein coat, green), and/or (iv) by the

action of shallow hydrophobic insertions.
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fusion and fission. Fusion leads to unification of two initially
separate membranes into a fully self-connected one. After
fusion, the lipids and all membrane-bound molecules and
molecular complexes can redistribute over the entireunified
membrane area instead of being limited within one of the
initial smaller membranes. By contrast, fission results in
separation of one membrane into two unconnected mem-
branes, thereby reducing the degree of membrane self-con-
nectivity. Thus, the physical factors favoring membrane
self-connectivity facilitate fusion, whereas fission is sup-
ported by forces that promote separation of the membrane
surface into spatially disconnected compartments.

In this review, we discuss the mechanisms by which
proteins implement these general mechanistic principles
for membrane remodeling. We first formulate the energy
requirements for any membrane remodeling reaction and
then suggest that membrane curvature and the related
elastic stresses are universal factors driving membrane
fusion and fission. We overview the mechanisms of curva-
ture generation and consider their realization by specific
proteins in membrane remodeling.

Proteins as energy generators for membrane
remodeling
Membrane remodeling, either by fusion or fission, can
occur if two physical requirements are fulfilled. First,
the process must be energetically favorable overall. The
700
system free energy before remodeling has to be higher than
that after, which means that remodeling must result in
relaxation of the free energy. In other words, the remodel-
ing process must go energetically ‘downhill’. Fulfillment of
this requirement makes remodeling generally feasible.
Second, the energies of the intermediate structures formed
transiently in the course of remodeling and representing
kinetic barriers must be low enough to be overcome by
system thermal fluctuations within a biologically relevant
time. Estimations based on experimental investigations of
the electrical breakdown of membranes [9,10] and theor-
etical estimations [11] indicate that the feasible kinetic
barriers constitute 40kBT or less (where kBT�4�10�21 J is
the product of the Boltzmann constant and the absolute
temperature), which is equivalent to hydrolysis of a few
ATP molecules.

Membrane remodeling is driven and controlled by
proteins that provide the required energy. Although
proteins could serve as building blocks for intermembrane
connections that mediate membrane fusion or fission [12],
experiments on diverse biological fusion reactions and
modeling results indicate that, at least in most cases,
proteins serve as indirect mediators rather than direct
players in membrane remodeling [2,13]. Thus, we must
consider how proteins can generate the conditions for
bilayer remodeling by changing the structure and physical
state of lipid bilayers. Proteins might act by modifying the
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lipid composition of membrane monolayers, thus resulting
in membrane deformations and remodeling [14]. Specifi-
cally, it has been proposed that protein-driven segregation
of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate into domains with
energetically unfavorable boundaries drives membrane
fission in yeast endocytosis [15]. However, the majority
of the mechanisms suggested in the literature have a
different underlying idea. Proteins deform and generate
elastic stresses within the membrane regions that are
committed to undergo fusion or fission. Relaxation of the
related elastic energy that results from remodeling pro-
vides the driving force for overall remodeling and lowers
the intermediate energy barriers, thereby guaranteeing a
fast rate of the reaction [16,17].

Analysis and theoretical substantiation of specificmech-
anisms based on this idea require the application of physics
and mathematics, along with computational approaches
(Box 1). When considering shape changes, the membrane
and its leaflets can be regarded as continuous macroscopic
surfaces and described by the theory of membrane
Box 1. Membrane elastic energy

The elastic energy that plays the major role in membrane remodeling

is generated by three types of deformations: membrane bending, and

stretching and tilting of the lipid hydrocarbon chains. Detailed

reviews of this subject are available [13,19] and so here we highlight

only a few of the major implications of membrane elasticity theory.

Bending energy depends on the curvature of the membrane surface

(Figure I). The curvature describes the shape of each small membrane

element which can be characterized by radii R1 and R2 of two arcs lying

in the surface plane and oriented in two specific directions referred to as

the principal directions [74]. The two principal curvatures are defined as

the inverse radii c1=1/R1 and c2=1/R2. To describe the lipid bilayer

shapes, we use the sum J=c1+c2 and the product K=c1�c2 of the principal

curvatures, referred to as the total and Gaussian curvatures, respec-

tively [75,76]. In general, both the total and Gaussian curvatures are

different at different points of the membrane surface. Generation of

both the total and Gaussian curvatures requires free energies (F),

which, in simple cases, are given by F B ¼ 1
2
k
H

J2dA and F K ¼ k̄
H

KdA,

respectively, where integration is performed over the entire membrane

area. The value k�20kBT is the lipid bilayer bending modulus; k̄ is the

modulus of the Gaussian curvature, which, in most cases, is negative

and can be substantially influenced by the lipid and protein composi-

tions of the membrane.

The energy FB of the total curvature J depends on the membrane

shape and thus its value varies at the different stages of membrane

remodeling from the initial membrane deformations through the
[(Box_1)TD$FIG]

Figure I. Geometric definition of membrane curvature and examples of basic shapes. T

radii of the two arcs that represent the surface cross-sections in two perpendicular dire

dimensional fluids are described by the two combinations of the principle curvatures:

Gaussian curvature. The basic curved shapes are a spherical shape for which c1=c2; a c

c1=–c2 and, hence, J=0.
elasticity, the central notion of which is the elastic energy
of membrane monolayers. The generation of membrane
discontinuity, by contrast, is a local event, which should
be characterized on a microscopic and/or molecular level
(Box 1).

Driving fusion by curvature generation

A common property of many proteins involved in endo- and
exocytosis is their ability to strongly bend lipid bilayers
[14,18,19]. Accordingly, an attractive idea is that special-
ized proteins drive membrane fusion through the gener-
ation of membrane curvature. Specifically, it has been
proposed that curvature-producing proteins encircle a lipid
bilayer spot and bend the membrane around it in a cylind-
rical or truncated conical belt (Figure 1a) [17,20–22]. As a
result, the protein-free spot covering this belt bulges and
adopts the shape of a spherical segment of large curvature
(Figure 1a). This membrane bulge bridges the remaining
gap between the membranes. The bent bilayer region at
the top of the bulge is committed to fusion because its
actual fusion or fission events. Fusion decreases the energy FB of the

overall total curvature, whereas fission increases this energy.

The energy of the Gaussian curvature, FK, varies only with changes

in membrane self-connectivity and thus remains constant during the

initial deformation associated with fusion and fission. Membrane

fusion results in FK variation by �4pk̄, whereas fission results in an

opposite energy change of 4pk̄. This means that all changes in the

membrane elastic properties resulting in increased (less negative)

values of the Gaussian curvature modulus k̄ would favor fusion and

suppress fission, whereas decreased (more negative) values of k̄

would promote fission and restrain fusion. The k̄ value of a lipid

bilayer depends on the lipid and protein compositions of the

constituent monolayers through the tendency of each of the

monolayers to bend spontaneously (see [77] and references therein).

The second relevant elastic energy of the membrane is associated

with lateral tension that arises on membrane stretching and can drive

expansion of the fusion pore [78,79]. The generation of lateral tension

requires action on the membrane of external forces tending to expand

the membrane area globally or locally.

The third elastic energy to be considered is the energy of tilting of

the hydrocarbon chains of lipid molecules with respect to the

membrane plane during fission and fusion stalk formation [80,81].

This deformation is required for packing of the lipid hydrocarbon

chains in the middle of the stalk and contributes similarly to the

energies of both fusion and fission stalks [3,73].

he two principle curvatures of a surface element, c1 and c2, are defined as inverse

ctions called the principle directions [74]. Lipid bilayers having properties of two-

their sum J=c1+c2, called the total curvature, and their product K=c1c2, called the

ylindrical shape with c1=0 such that K=0; and a saddle-like shape characterized by
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curvature and the related elastic energy relax gradually in
the course of stalk and fusion pore formation [17]. There
are two important requirements for this mechanism of
membrane fusion. First, the membrane-bending proteins
must remain at the periphery of the fusion site. If theywere
allowed into the bulging region, they would stabilize its
curvature, cancel the tendency of this curvature to relax,
and hence remove the driving force of the fusion reaction.
Second, the curvature generated within this lipid bilayer
spot must be sufficiently large. According to estimations
[17] for curvature radii varying between 10 and 20 nm (i.e.
two to three times smaller than the external radius of
intracellular vesicles), the initially accumulated elastic
energy, which is released in the course of fusion, is in
the range between 10kBT and 20kBT. Such energies are
comparable with those of fusion stalks and nascent fusion
pores [13] and hence can considerably promote fusion.

Hydrophobic insertion (wedging) mechanism.
Proteins can generate membrane curvature via different
mechanisms (Figure 2) [18,19]. These include induction of
lipid asymmetry of the membrane bilayer by flippases and
lipid-modifying enzymes [14], molding of the membrane
surface by rigid protein scaffolds [18,19,23–25], and inser-
tion of hydrophobic protein domains into the lipid bilayer
matrix [18,19,21,26,27]. The latter is likely to be the most
commonmechanism. The essence of this mechanism lies in
expansion of the polar head region of one of the membrane
monolayers by shallow insertions in its matrix of small
hydrophobic or amphipathic protein domains [27]. The list
of proteins proven to generate or with potential to generate
large membrane curvatures via the hydrophobic insertion
mechanism continues to increase. It includes proteins with
amphipathic N-terminal a-helices such as epsins [26],
small G proteins [28,29] and proteins containing bin–

amphiphysin–Rvs with N-terminal amphipathic helices
(N-BAR) domains [30,31]; proteins capable of inserting
small hydrophobic loops into lipid monolayers, such as
C2-domain containing synaptotagmin-1 [17,21,22,32]
and DOC2 [33,34]; proteins with long and flexible hydro-
phobic domains that can lie shallowly under themonolayer
surface, such as hairpin loops of reticulons and Yop1

[(Figure_2)TD$FIG]

Figure 2. Mechanisms that generate membrane curvature. Factors producing

membrane curvature include: (i) enrichment of the two membrane monolayers in

lipid molecules of different effective shapes such that each monolayer has an

intrinsic tendency to bend [14]; (ii) attachment to the membrane surface of

intrinsically bent protein domains such as BAR domains [18,19], which mold the

membranes into curved shapes; and (iii) shallow insertion into one of the

membrane monolayers of hydrophobic or amphipathic protein domains, which

splays the lipid molecules and cause local membrane bending [18,19,27].
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proteins [35–38]; and dynamin family proteins whose plek-
strin homology (PH) domains are anchored within lipid
bilayers by small hydrophobic loops [39,40].

It has been proposed that two of these proteins, synap-
totagmin-1 [21,22,32] and DOC2 [33], which serve as Ca2+

sensors of soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor
attachment protein receptor (SNARE)-dependent fusion,
drive membrane fusion via the generation of a strongly
curved membrane bulge [17]. Upon Ca2+ binding, small
regions of the C2 domains of these proteins insert into the
outer membrane leaflet to approximately the depth of the
lipid glycerol backbones [41], thus facilitating the gener-
ation of membrane curvature with a radius of �9 nm [21].
The suggested fusogenic action pathway of these proteins
includes: (i) gathering of the proteins into a ring-like area
around the fusion side by interaction with SNARE com-
plexes; (ii) Ca2+-driven shallow embedding of the C2
domains into the lipid matrix and related bending of the
lipid area containing the insertions into a cylindrical or
truncated cone covered by a protein-free end cap of less
than 10 nm in radius; and (iii) fusion of this end cap with
the target membrane driven by relaxation of the bending
elastic energy [17].

Other fusion proteins might also use the hydrophobic
insertion mechanism to merge membranes by generating
membrane curvature. Research on diverse viral fusion
proteins has emphasized the functional importance of their
relatively short (up to 30 residues, but often much shorter
and sometimes discontinuous) amphipathic domains,
referred to as fusion peptides (or fusion loops) [42–46].
Conformational changes in the fusion protein on its acti-
vation enable fusion peptides to reach and insert into the
target membrane. Subsequently, the protein refolds into a
rigid rod-like post-fusion conformation with two mem-
brane-interacting regions of the protein, the fusion peptide
and transmembrane domain, located at the same end of the
rod. This refolding is thought to pull the viral and target
membranes together [47,48]. However, the fusion peptide
is clearly more than just a hold on a target membrane,
because some amino acid substitutions within the fusion
peptide inhibit fusion without lowering peptide–mem-
brane binding.Moreover, synthetic peptides corresponding
to the fusion peptide regions of viral fusion proteins induce
fusion between lipid bilayers [43]. The fusogenic properties
of the fusion peptides seem to depend on the ability of the
peptide to obliquely insert into membranes [44]. Mem-
brane deformations induced by fusion peptide insertion
depend on the insertion depth and the specific confor-
mation of the membrane-inserted peptide.

In addition, other amphipathic regions in the ectodo-
mains of viral fusion proteins might interact with mem-
branes under fusion conditions [49–52]. According to a
recent analysis of the crystal structure of the extracellular
domain of the gp41 HIV envelope protein subunit, con-
served hydrophobic residues in the linker region connect-
ing the ectodomain to the transmembrane domain are
positioned for shallow insertion into the viral membrane
(as opposed to fusion peptide insertion into the target
membrane). Estimates suggest that these insertions could
generate bulging of the viral membrane, thus facilitating
its fusion [52].
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Force transmission mechanism. Another possible
mechanism of curvature generation at the membrane
fusion site is suggested by a recent X-ray investigation
of the assembly of neuronal SNARE complexes [53]. The
SNARE complex consists of syntaxin and synaptobrevin,
whose SNAREmotifs are connected by linker regions to the
C-terminal transmembrane domains spanning the two
opposedmembranes, and synaptosomal-associated protein
(SNAP)25 anchored in the plasma membrane by means of
palmitoyl chains. SNARE complex assembly begins at the
N terminus and proceeds in a zipper-like fashion towards
the transmembrane domains, thus forming a stable four-
helix bundle, called the core SNARE complex, between the
membranes. This zippering explains how generation of a
SNARE complex brings the membranes together, but does
not explain the mechanism of membrane fusion per se [53].
New results show that SNARE assembly tends to proceed
beyond the core SNARE complex and folds into continuous
helical structures that propagate through the linker region
into the transmembrane domains. This finding suggests
that the SNARE complex tends to adopt the conformation
of a rigid rod, with the transmembrane domains of syn-
taxin and synaptobrevin in the same membrane. Because
such a conformation is possible only as result of membrane
fusion, and thus is a post-fusion complex, folding of the
SNARE motifs and the membrane linker helices must
develop forces that promote fusion. The generation of these
forces can proceed according to the following scenario.
Zippering of SNAREs into the core SNARE complex
strongly bends the linker regions (Figure 1a). Propagation
of the helical conformation into the linker regions renders
them sufficiently rigid to strongly resist this bending. As a
result, the linker regions tend to unbend by curving the two
membranes towards each other, thus generating strongly
bent membrane spots committed to fusion (Figure 1a).

Within this mechanism, the force that bends the mem-
branes is generated by SNARE complex formation and is
transmitted to the membrane through the rigidified linker
regions of the protein. For this mechanism to be effective,
the linker regions must become more rigid than the lipid
bilayer. To date, however, studies examining the relation-
ship between the effectiveness of SNARE-mediated fusion
and the flexibility of the linker between the core SNARE
and the transmembrane domain have yielded inconclusive
results [54–58]. Hence, a thorough understanding of the
feasibility of the force transmission mechanism of SNARE-
mediated fusion requires additional experimentation.

It should be noted that the force transmission mechan-
ism of membrane bending through the SNARE linker
regions and the hydrophobic insertion mechanism by
synaptotagmin or DOC2 C2 domains are completely com-
patible and could provide mutual reinforcement given that
both use curvature generation as a fundamental feature of
the fusion process.

Driving fission by curvature generation

During fission, bending energy accumulates owing to
protein-driven narrowing of the membrane neck. It is
thought that relaxation of this energy, resulting from
splitting of the membrane neck into two separate mem-
branes, drives fission [3].
Scaffolding mechanism of membrane fission. For
some fission processes, the formation of a membrane neck
seems to involve membrane scaffolding by protein com-
plexes. For example, protein coats or scaffolds play an
important role in the budding and release of newly
assembled enveloped viruses. Interestingly, a major role
in this budding–fission process can be played both by viral
proteins (matrix, core or capsid) that assemble under cell
membranes and by lattices of viral glycoprotein ectodo-
mains that assemble at the outer leaflet of the plasma
membrane [59]. Assembly of a rigid protein coat on the
membrane surface can generate a membrane neck that
emerges from the coat aperture (Figure 1c). Continuous
self-assembly of the coat, accompanied by closure of its
aperture, results in narrowing of the membrane neck,
accumulation of the elastic stresses and ultimately in neck
fission [3]. A similar scenario was recently suggested for
membrane fission by endosomal sorting complex required
for transport (ESCRT)-III complexes [60]. According to
structural data [61], two ESCRT-III subunits, CHMP2
and CHMP3 (charged multivesicular body proteins) self-
assemble into cylindrical structures with hemispherical
dome-like end caps. Membrane attachment to the protein
dome produces a narrowing membrane neck just above the
dome (Figure 1c). The narrowness and the related elastic
energy of the neck are determined by the affinity of the
membrane for the protein dome. According to estimations,
this affinity is sufficiently large to drive neck fission [60].

Membrane scaffolding also has been proposed for mem-
brane fission driven by dynamin-1 (see [25,62] for reviews
and [4,63] for more recent developments in this field). The
discovery of dynamin self-assembly into helical structures
on membrane surfaces and conformational changes of
dynamin oligomers upon GTP hydrolysis have stimulated
a series of mechanochemical models of dynamin action
[62]. These models propose that the formation of helical
dynamin oligomers scaffolds the membrane into a cylind-
rical shape, which loses its stability and undergoes fission
as a result of narrowing and/or stretching of the dynamin
helix resulting from GTP hydrolysis [64] and/or detach-
ment of GDP–dynamin from the membrane surface [4].

Hydrophobic insertion mechanism of membrane
fission. Recent studies of protein-driven membrane re-
arrangements support the hypothesis that insertion of
their amphipathic and small hydrophobic domains into
the membrane matrix constitutes the major factor used
by many proteins, including the BAR-domain proteins and
dynamin family proteins, for membrane fission.

The endophilin N-BAR domains form crescent-like
dimers bound to membrane surfaces, mainly by inserting
their amphipathic N-terminal helices into the lipid matrix
[30,31]. Whereas N-BAR domain proteins normally shape
membranes into long tubules, elevated concentrations of
these proteins drive the formation of spherical vesicles of a
few tens of nanometer in radius in a process that requires
membrane scission [30]. N-BAR dimers do not undergo
further oligomerization. Thus, membrane fission in this
system cannot be related to membrane scaffolding by large
protein assemblies, but should be driven by themechanism
by which N-BAR generates membrane bending, the hydro-
phobic insertion mechanism.
703
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Recent studies suggest that the hydrophobic insertion
mechanism also plays a primary role in dynamin-mediated
fission. This is essentially distinct from mechanochemical
models of dynamin action, which suggest that fission is
driven by membrane stresses generated by scaffolds
formed by oligomerized dynamin. Indeed, recent work
indicates that long dynamin oligomers do not trigger fis-
sion [4]. In experiments on dynamin-mediated fission in
tension-free membranes under physiological conditions of
the constant presence of GTP, membrane fission occurs in
the absence of long membrane tubules, thereby confirming
that long dynamin spirals were not formed [63]. However,
it has been proved that membrane insertion of the hydro-
phobic loops of the dynamin PH domains into the mem-
brane matrix is critical for fission [40]. This factor was
never taken into account in previous attempts to under-
stand dynamin action. A role for a limited dynamin assem-
bly [63] might be in increasing the local membrane
concentration of the hydrophobic loops by enhancement
of dynamin binding.

Based on these recent findings, we propose that inser-
tion of amphipathic and hydrophobic protein domains
plays a primary role in membrane fission driven by many
proteins, including dynamin. This hypothesis can be sup-
ported by a straightforward physical mechanism for the
role of membrane insertions in fission. Membrane fission
can be stimulated if the membrane modulus of Gaussian
curvature k̄ adopts sufficiently negative values (Box 1). One
of the factors producing negative k̄ for a bilayer is a
tendency of the membrane monolayers to bulge in the
direction of the polar groups, which is described as a
positive spontaneous curvature of the monolayers (e.g.
[13]). The hydrophobic insertions are very effective in
increasing the spontaneous curvature of membrane mono-
layers [27] and hence must drastically favor themembrane
fission reaction by generating more negative k̄ for the
bilayer. Note that proteins providing the hydrophobic
insertions must be bound to the outer monolayer of the
membrane neck undergoing fission, because their presence
on the inner monolayer would sterically interfere with
monolayer self-merging.

Driving remodeling by membrane tension generation

Membrane remodeling can also be driven by tension
generated in lipid bilayers by protein scaffolds. Although
membrane deformations by protein coats have mostly
been discussed for vesicle budding and fission, lateral
organization of the proteins at the membrane surface into
coat-like assemblies can also drive fusion [64]. To drive
expansion of fusion pores, the fusion protein coat must
have a tendency to develop a negative curvature and be
much more rigid than the underlying lipid bilayer. To
relieve elastic stresses, the protein coat deforms the
membrane into a bulge primed for hemifusion and gen-
erates lateral tension that opens and expands the fusion
pore until the pore reaches the dimension of the coat itself
[64]. Many assumptions of the fusion coat hypothesis
remain unsubstantiated. However, its most unexpected
prediction, that fusion proteins located too far from the
fusion site to be directly involved in fusion process might
still control the fusion reaction by generating long-range
704
membrane stresses, has been confirmed in some exper-
imental systems [65,66].

Concluding remarks
The shared mechanistic principles of membrane re-
arrangements in fusion and fission and the functional
complementarity of these processes raise the possibility
that the same protein modules can be utilized to drive both
types of membrane remodeling. Attempts to identify such
universal membrane remodelers and to understand the
principles of their organization on the membrane necess-
ary for fusion and for fission are just beginning. The
important challenge in these efforts will be to distinguish
proteins that drive lipid rearrangements from proteins
that operate upstream or downstream of the remodeling
event or affect remodeling indirectly by regulating the
action of other proteins.

Recent studies revealed an intriguing overlap between
proteins controlling fusion and fission. Dynamin family
members, which are key players in numerous membrane
fission events, are also involved in fusion events [25].
Fusion and fission of the dynamic mitochondrial mem-
branes are driven by dynamin family members [67], with
Dnm1 andDrp1 serving asmaster regulators of membrane
division [68] and Fzo1 and Mgm1 involved in fusion of the
outer and inner mitochondrial membranes, respectively
[69]. The dynamin-like GTPases Vps1 and atlastin are
involved in fusion of yeast vacuoles [70] and homotypic
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) fusion [71,72], respectively.

Recent data indicate that Eps15 homology (EH)-domain
(EHD)-containing proteins, which comprise a class of
highly conserved eukaryotic ATPases implicated in cla-
thrin-independent endocytosis and recycling from endo-
somes, might generate membrane fission and fusion [24].
Structural studies have demonstrated that EHD2 deforms
liposomes in a nucleotide-independentmanner into 20-nm-
diameter tubules by oligomerization into ring-like struc-
tures. Frequent observations of a complex network of
connected tubules with an extensive surface area imply
that considerable EHD2-driven fusion occurs between
tubulated liposomes [24]. Experiments in which mutant
EHD2 was overexpressed in HeLa cells suggested that
EHD2-mediated ATP hydrolysis is involved in the break-
down of tubular structures in vivo and thus drives mem-
brane fission [24].

Future research addressing the specific mechanisms by
which structurally related proteins can drive the two
oppositely directed reactions of membrane remodeling,
alongwith advances in understanding themolecularmech-
anisms of action of specific fusion and fission proteins and
the physics of lipid bilayer rearrangements, should provide
novel approaches for controlling and directing transform-
ations of cell membranes in normal and pathological con-
ditions.
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